
Key Highlights

Peer comparability
Conduct global peer and cross-border analysis with standardized  
financial data and profiles on more than 36,000 private and  
public banks across 200 countries and territories. Access up to 35  
years’ of historical financial data standardized across currencies,  
local accounting standards and reporting frequencies, using our  
universal reporting template. We also supply corporate hierarchy  
information for our active universe of 19,000 banks.

High quality, timely and accurate
Perform critical bank and peer analysis with data offering a 99.95%  
accuracy rate that has been put through a rigorous data integrity  
process to identify any defects, including >160 validation checks,
>40 of which are run daily, independent audit sampling and root  
cause analysis. New filings are updated within days for timely credit  
intelligence.

In-depth financial statements
Analyze data at a granular level. Data records include up to 500 data  
points per bank, 55 pre-calculated ratios including key regulatory  
ratios such as the Basel III Leverage Ratio, Liquidity Coverage Ratio  
and Net Stable Funding Ratio, and source filings.

Transparency & expertise
We offer complete transparency on our data collection and  
standardization methodologies, with access to our data experts for  
further explanations whenever required.

Fitch Solutions
Bank Fundamental Financial Data
The world’s most comprehensive bank financial data set
Fitch Solutions Bank Fundamental Financial Data provides accurate and timely financials on  
tens of thousands of institutions globally.

Save time compiling data as you leverage a world of information across and beyond the rated universe. Fitch  
Solutions Bank Fundamental Financial Data is used and checked by Fitch Ratings analysts, along with the world’s  
leading banks and financial institutions, to identify risk indicators across developed and emerging markets.



36,000+
Banks

12,000+
Insurance Firms

3,000+
Corporates

117
Sovereigns

ASIA PACIFIC

4,265 Banks
1,399  Insurance Firms

709 Corporates
21 Sovereigns

CENTRAL &  
EASTERN EUROPE

2,917 Banks
675  Insurance Firms
173 Corporates
21 Sovereigns

Leading Source for Global Fundamental Financial Data

Coverage numbers as of December  
2020. Numbers represent active and  
inactive entities, are rounded and may  
vary based on delivery platform.

WESTERN EUROPE

10,272 Banks
5,076  Insurance Firms

513 Corporates
23 Sovereigns

LATIN AMERICA  
& CARRIBEAN

2,377 Banks
1,620  Insurance Firms

622 Corporates
17 Sovereigns

AFRICA

1,299 Banks
318  Insurance Firms
68 Corporates
22 Sovereigns

MIDDLE EAST

699 Banks
263  Insurance Firms
68 Corporates
11 Sovereigns

NORTH AMERICA

14,456 Banks
3,217  Insurance Firms

939 Corporates
2 Sovereigns

A Trusted Provider of Credit Intelligence:
Fitch Solutions has a global, multi-lingual team who work around the clock to manually collect and translate  
statements sourced directly from regulatory bodies and financial institutions. All data is subject to a targeted  
data validation process to ensure it is of the highest quality before it ever reaches the Fitch Connect platform.

Data Capture &  
Integrity Review

Data is compiled by a global,  
multi-lingual team who  

collect and translate financial  
statements. A Data Input  
Analyst and Data Control  

Reviewer perform a two-stage
review, and conduct over 160+  
validation tests on all bank data  
within a standardized template.

Daily Validation Reports
Over 40 statement and entity  
level data validation reports  

(DVRs) are run daily, to review  
and identify any operational and  

data point anomalies.

Independent Audit  
Sampling & Targeted  

Data Checking
An independent group  
stringently compares  

sample data against financial
statements, and checks specific  
countries’ accounting standards  

or disclosure policies.

Root Cause Analysis
Root Cause Analysis is  

undertaken (when necessary) to  
identify any underlying reason  
for defects found in the data  
and to improve the business  

processes.



Research
Independent credit research and market commentary  
from industry and regional specialists who assess the  
health of banks across the world’s capital markets.
Fitch Ratings analysts are available to discuss the  
credit ratings, sources and methodologies behind their  
analysis with clients.

Related Products
Gain a holistic view of risk by harnessing the power of Fitch’s collective bank credit information –  fundamental  
financial data, ratings and research –  in one comprehensive platform, Fitch Connect. Fitch Connect is the  
powerful and intuitive platform that enables management of credit risk with greater efficiency, clarity and ease.

Bank Scorecard
Leverage the financial information for over 36,000  
banks, pulled into a format that allows you to make  
your own assessment and adjustments to credit scores,  
based on Fitch Ratings trusted methodology. This
easy to use tool allows you to have instant access to  
information critical to your decision making, information  
that would otherwise take a week to compile.

Ratings
The entire Fitch Ratings universe of current and  
historical bank credit ratings, including the Viability  
Rating, which expresses Fitch Ratings view of a bank’s  
intrinsic creditworthiness, and the Support Rating that  
reflects the agency’s view on the likelihood that a bank  
will receive external support to prevent it from defaulting.

Financial Implied Credit Scores
Get an accurate, standardized view of credit risk across  
a universe of 25,000 rated and unrated banks. Get  
more context on a credit score as you see how close  
banks with the same score are to the boundaries of  
the next rating category, for more solid credit risk  
decision making.

Fitch Connect News
Cut through the noise and connect with the stories that matter using our credit focused media curation and evaluation tool for  
banks and sovereigns. The tool uses machine-learned named-entity recognition and cutting-edge natural language processing  
techniques to scan through countless multilingual articles from over 2000 credible international, national and trade news sources.  
Each article is assigned a sentiment score ranging from positive to negative on a colour graded scale, so you can see at a glance  
what the article relates to and its potential impact on credit risk decisions.

Cross-sector Content
In addition to offering comprehensive financial data on all types of banks, Fitch Solutions Fundamental  
Financial Data is the world’s most comprehensive source of insurance financial data in the market, as well as  
sovereign economic data and financials on corporates.

Sovereigns
Leverage current and historical economic data and  
3-year forecasts on 117 sovereigns.

Insurers
Access over 12,500 life and non-life insurers,  
composites, Lloyds syndicates and brokers in over  
150 countries with summary financial data presented  
in a global standardized format. Analyze in-depth data  
covering up to 500 data points, including raw data, off-  
balance sheet, and specific items that are consistent  
across life, non-life and composite firms.

Corporates
Analyze financial data on over 3,000 Fitch rated  
corporates in over 90 countries across 19 sectors.



Web
Our web portal offers a user-friendly way to explore and  
work with our data and analytical tools. Search, review  
standardized entries for companies and countries, build  
portfolios, create alerts, use dashboards and create  
adjusted data fields.

Excel Add-In
Pull our data and handy analytical metrics such as  
CDS Implied Credit Scores and Financial Implied  
Credit Scores into Excel. Use pre-built templates, such  
as Bank Scorecard or custom-built templates that  
match your workflow to cut down the time you spend  
calculating and increase the time you dedicate to  
critical credit risk decisions.

API & Feeds
Our Feeds and API channels integrate seamlessly with any third party or proprietary systems, allowing you to bring our  
data into a familiar environment and work with it alongside information from other sources. Feeds offers fundamental  
financial data on banks, insurance and sovereigns and with API you can also add corporates, financial implied credit  
scores and bank rankings into the mix.

Content Delivery
A cutting-edge, multi-channel technology platform that  
delivers our data, research and tools in a way that ideally  
matches your current systems and workflows.

Instantly get the information you need in a usable format.  
Reduce days of work to minutes and reduce the risks of manual  
data handling errors.
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